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Abstract

ing RFID system.
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Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) system consists Generation
of three parts: tags, reader and database. Because of the
advantages of low cost, long life and easy deployment,
Introduction
RFID technology has been widely used in logistics, sup- 1
ply chain management system and other fields. With the
widespread use of RFID technology, a number of security RFID is a technology that uses non-physical contact to
problems occur. The prerequisite for further promotion achieve object recognition and data exchange. It emerged
of RFID technology is to ensure the security of shared in the last century, and had been widely promoted and
keys stored between legitimate readers and tags. How- applied in the late nineties of the 20th century [16, 20].
ever, because the tags and reader communicate in wireless Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) system consists
channel, the shared key written directly to the tag by the of three parts: tags, reader and database. Because of
reader is easily intercepted by the attacker. Because the the advantages of low cost, long life and easy deployment,
computing power and the storage space of tags in RFID RFID technology has been widely used in logistics, supply
are limited, the key generation protocols based on cryp- chain management system and other fields [17, 21].
RFID tags are composed of coupling elements and
tographic can not be used in RFID systems. In addition,
the shared key written by the tag manufacturer will re- chips, and are embedded in the object, which is used to
sult in a shared key escrow problem, and the user can not identify the target object. According to the tag’s own
customize the shared key as well. For the above reasons, characteristics and operation modes, it can be divided
the secure generation of the shared key in RFID system is into two categories: one is active tag; another is passive
somewhat difficult. The paper abandons the general way tag [1, 27]. Active tag generally carries its own batteries,
that the shared private key has been set to the tag before so it doesn’t need to use the energy of the reader. It can
leaving the factory, then uses the method of dynamically also take the initiative to the reader to send information,
generating the shared key in the application between the to complete some of the work independently. Compared
tag and the reader through the wireless communication, to the passive tag, the active tag works much larger. Howand proposes a wireless generation algorithm WKGA-BO ever, because the active tag carry its own power, there are
(Wireless Key Generation Algorithm for RFID System disadvantages of high production cost, too large volume,
Based on Bit Operation) for private key in RFID system heavy quality, excessive power consumption and so on,
based on bitwise operation. WKGA-BO uses the bit re- which restricts the development of such tags [6, 18]. Beplacement operation and the self-combinatorial cross-bit cause the passive tag doesn’t carry its own power, and the
operation to encrypt the transmission information. The energy required in the work process can be only obtained
random number is generated by the reader to ensure the through the carrier sent by the reader, so the work scope
freshness of the shared key, and the methods of generating of this tag is very small [19, 23].
the random number on the tag side is discarded, thus reIn the existing RFID systems, the most commonly used
ducing the computational complexity. Finally, a compre- tags are passive tags. Based on the above description, it is
hensive security analysis demonstrates the security and known that the way that the passive tag works will easily
reliability of WKGA-BO. A comprehensive performance expose the information stored in the tags and even expose
analysis shows the feasibility of WKGA-BO in the exist- the privacy information stored on the reader. In order to
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solve the above problems, privacy protection certification
has become the most commonly used security mechanism
between the tag and reader, whose main idea is using
a shared private key for bidirectional authentication and
identification between the tag and the reader [7, 22, 30].
Privacy protection is mainly based on the security and
reliability of the shared private key, but the traditional
method of generating the shared private key has some
flaws. The traditional method of generating the shared
private key is that the producer defaults the shared key
to the tag, but it’ll cause the tag escrow problems, and the
user can not generate his own trusted shared private key
according to his own needs [9,28]. It is very challenging to
securely generate keys on RFID tags. In addition to the
reasons described above, there are the following factors.
First, passive tag does not have a physical interface, so it
can not be connected with other devices, and it can not
be used to generate the shared private key through the
physical connection [29]. Second, if the reader directly
write the shared private key to the tag through the wireless, then because the reader can read and write a larger
scope, it’s easier for attackers to obtain the shared private
key by the means of eavesdropping [12]. Third, the computing ability of the tag is very limited, so the more complex traditional cryptographic calculations are disabled,
which makes the existing shared private key generation
protocol based on cryptographic unable to be applied to
the tag [14].
In this paper, we innovatively propose an algorithm
WKGA-BO to generate the shared private key wirelessly
based on bitwise operation in the RFID system for the
problems described above. The basic idea of WKGABO is as follows. The tag which does not initialize the
shared private key sends the fragment of shared private
key to the reader. When the tag receives another part of
the shared private key fragment generated by the reader,
the tag can generate the shared private key by mixing
the key fragments. The information about the shared
private key fragment between the tag and the reader is
transmitted over the ultra-lightweight bitwise operation,
and the tag does not only superimpose the shared private
key fragments simply to obtain the final shared private
key. So even if the attacker obtains the shared private
key fragments’ information exchanged between the tag
and the reader through eavesdropping, it is impossible to
restore or derive the shared private key, thus realizing the
wireless generation of the shared private key between the
tag and the reader.
The first chapter of this article is the introduction
about the background of RFID technology and its existing
problems, which leads to the focus of this study. The second chapter provides a comprehensive introduction to the
current work in the shared private key generation in the
RFID system. The third chapter introduces the mathematical knowledge and the meanings of the symbols that
are used in the WKGA-BO design process. The fourth
chapter describes the detailed design steps of the WKGABO systematically. The fifth chapter analyzes the secu-
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rity of WKGA-BO from two aspects: active attack and
passive attack. In the sixth chapter, the WKGA-BO is
rigorously proved and deduced by GNY formal logic. In
the seventh chapter, the performance of WKGA-BO is
analyzed in detail from the aspects of calculation, storage space and communication traffic. The eighth chapter
summarizes the whole paper, and gives the next research
direction.

2

Related Works

There are many ways to generate the shared private key
in the existing wireless systems and wireless devices. We
can classify the existing methods into two categories from
the point of view of usefulness and cryptography. One is
based on the cryptography method; the other is based on
the non-cryptographic method. The advantages and disadvantages of the existing shared private key generation
methods from these two types of methods are described
as follows.
The method based on cryptography – this type of
shared private key generation method is mainly based on
the public key cryptography, such as Diffie-Hellman key
agreement protocol [8]. Although this type of method can
solve the problem of shared private key generation, but
it needs more complex mathematical operations (mostly
based on the mathematical problem of the decomposition
of large number when using cryptography), so that it can
not be used very well in the RFID system tags whose
resources are severely limited, such as weak calculation
capacity, small storage space and so on.
The method based on non-cryptographic – this type of
shared private key generation method is different from the
cryptographic-based method, but it uses physical methods or the characteristics of the communication channels
to generate shared private key, so it does not require complicated calculation [24]. In the following, we’ll describe
the two types of methods in detail.
The physical methods of generating the shared private
key involve two different ways. One way is to generate
the shared private key by physical isolation; the other is
to write the shared private key over a wired connection
link. The physical isolation method generates the shared
private key primarily by using a Faraday cage container
to protect the communication channel between the wireless device or the wireless system from being intercepted
by the attacker [15]. From the Reference[19] we know
that the Faraday cage is a container made of metal mesh
for shielding the wireless signal transmission. The wireless signal in the cage is shielded by the Faraday cage
(the wireless signal outside the cage is not in the Faraday
cage category), so that any two wireless devices within
the Faraday cage and wireless systems can communicate
in plain text. However, this type of the shared private
key generation method must be carried out in the space
of the Faraday cage, so it is limited by the size of Faraday
cage space, and it can not be promoted in large-scale in
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the practical application of RFID. For example, Faraday
cage containers can not be accommodated in the RFID
tags of the large objects such as trains, containers. At the
same time, users may not be willing to use RFID tags before spending too much manpower and financial resources
to build a large Faraday cage. In the case of the method of
generating the shared private key over a wired connection
link, the two communicating devices require a hardware
interface to establish a physical electrical signal connection so that the shared private key can be generated or
exchanged [25]. However, in the existing RFID systems,
the tag does not have a physical interface, so it can not
support this kind of circuit connection communication,
and it does not apply to the existing RFID systems and
equipment.
Generating the shared private key based on the characteristics of the communication channel: In Reference [4]
it is found that the shared private key is generated between two wireless devices with limited CPU resources
through an anonymous communication channel. However, it has been analyzed that although the computation of the method is small, it is necessary to generate
a packet for each secret bit, so that the communication
traffic is large. Meanwhile, large-scale passive tag can
only reflect the reader’s signal as a response, and can not
produce random data packets, so the scheme proposed in
Reference [4] does not apply to the existing RFID systems. Reference [2] has proposed a scheme for generating
the shared private key by measuring a random variable in
a wireless communication channel, which can be used to
generate the shared private key with high entropy in two
wireless devices. However, the above-mentioned scheme
requires the wireless device to autonomously measure the
data of random variables (such as signal strength) in the
communication channel, but the tag in the existing RFID
systems does not have this capability, so the proposed
scheme can not be applied on a large scale.
In view of the shortcomings of the existing schemes,
this paper proposes an algorithm WKGA-BO of generating the shared private key wirelessly based on bitwise operation in the RFID system. By dynamically generating
the shared private key wirelessly, WKGA-BO resolves the
problem that the shared private key between the tag and
the reader must be pre-set in the RFID system, and the
user can not customize it. Compared with other existing
solutions, WKGA-BO has the following main advantages.
Firstly, WKGA-BO doesn’t need to provide additional
physical hardware interface, and doesn’t require complex
cryptographic algorithms, which is able to minimize the
amount of computation. Secondly, WKGA-BO dynamically generates the shared private key wirelessly, which
solves the problem of key escrow caused by the factory
setting for the shared private key. Thirdly, WKGA-BO
uses bit operations for encryption. Because the ultralightweight characteristic of bit operations is able to meet
the requirements of low cost, WKGA-BO can be implemented and scaled up in real RFID systems.
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Figure 1: Bitwise AND Operation Flow Chart

Figure 2: Bitwise XOR Operation Flow Chart

3
3.1

Related Knowledge Introduction
Bitwise AND Operation

If the two values a, b are not both 1, then the result
is0; if the two values a, b are both 1, then the result is
1, where ae{0, 1}l , be{0, 1}l , meaning that a and b are
both binary numbers with the length of l bits. In order to
facilitate the description of the symbol, we use the symbol
”&” to represent bitwise AND operation [13].
The bitwise AND operation rules are described below:
0 &0=0, 1 &0=0, 0 &1=0, 1 &1=1. Only when the values
of a and b are both 1, the result of the operation is 1;
otherwise, the result of the operation is0. For example,
if l=8, a=11011001, b=01100101, then a & b=01000001.
The specific process is shown in Figure 1.

3.2

Bitwise XOR Operation

If the two values a,b are not the same, the result is 1; if
the two values a, b are the same, the result is0, where
ae{0, 1}l , be{0, 1}l , meaning that a and b are both binary numbers with the length of l bits. In order to facilitate the description of the symbol, we use the symbol
”⊕” to represent bitwise XOR operation [13].
The bitwise XOR operation rules are described below:
0 ⊕0=0, 1 ⊕0=1, 0 ⊕1=1, 1 ⊕1=0. Only when the values
of a and b are the same, the result of the operation is0;
otherwise, the result of the operation is 1. For example,
if l=8, a=11011001, b=01100101, then a ⊕ b=10111100.
The specific process is shown in Figure 2.
Bitwise XOR operation has a clever use, that is, a ⊕ b
⊕ b=a. For example, if l=8, a=11011001, b=01100101,
then a ⊕ b=10111100, a ⊕ b ⊕ b=11011001, so a ⊕ b ⊕
b=a. Because the bitwise XOR operation has this feature,
so the WKGA-BO design process in the fourth chapter
uses the bitwise XOR operation to transmit the information, and then through this feature the original information can be obtained by the corresponding encrypted
information.
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Figure 3: a || b Bitwise Concatenation Operation Flow
Chart

Figure 5: Bitwise Substitution Operation Flow Chart

Figure 4: b||a Bitwise Concatenation Operation Flow
Chart

Figure 6: Bitwise Substitution Operation Flow Chart

example, if l = 8, X = 11011001, Y = 01100101, then
Sub(X, Y ) = 10111100. The specific process is shown in
If ae{0, 1}l , be{0, 1}l , a and b are both binary numbers Figure 5.
with the length of l bits, then a||b or b||a means concatenating the two numbers to a new binary number with the
length of 2l bits, but the results of a||b or b||a are differ- 3.5 Self-assembling Cross-bit Operation
ent. In order to facilitate the description of the symbol,
we use the symbol ”||” to represent bitwise concatenation In order to facilitate the description of the symbol, we use
operation [5]. For example, if l=4, a=1101, b=0110, then the symbol ”Sac(Z)” to represent self-assembling crossa || b=11010110, b || a=01101101.The specific process of bit operation. Let X, Y, Z be three binary numbers with
a||b is shown in Figure 3, and the specific process of b||a even length l bits, X = x1 x2 x3 ...xL , Y = y1 y2 y3 ...yL , Z =
z1 z2 z3 ...zL , where X e{0, 1}l , Y e{0, 1}l , Z e{0, 1}l . X
is shown in Figure 4.
makes a bitwise XOR operation to Y and then we get
the result Z. The operation Sac(Z) is a new binary
3.4 Bitwise Substitution Operation
number W with the even length of l bits formed by
In order to facilitate the description of the symbol, we use the combination of the high and low bits of Z, that is,
the symbol ”Sub(X, Y)” to represent bitwise substitution Sac(Z) = z1 zL/2+1 z2 zL/2+2 · · · zL/2 zL .
The self-assembling cross-bit operation can be impleoperation. The definition of Sub(X, Y) is as follows. Let
X and Y be two binary numbers with the length of l bits, mented in the tag and reader as described below. IntroX = x1 x2 x3 · · · xL , Y = y1 y2 y3 ...yL , where X e{0, 1}l , duce two pointers, one for P1 and the other for P2 , where
Y e{0, 1}l . We get each bit which is one in the binary the pointer P1 points to the head of the binary number
number Y, complement the corresponding bit in the bi- Z, and the pointer P2 points to the end of the binary
nary number X and substitute it. In the binary number number Z. When the pointer P1 traverses from the head
X, totally n = wt(Y ) bits are substituted, where wt(Y ) of the binary number Z, the pointer P2 starts traversing
from the end of the binary number Z at the same time.
is the Hamming weight of Y .
When the bitwise substitution operation is imple- The numbers traversed by the pointer P1 are sequentially
mented in the tag, using the pointer form proposed in placed in the odd bits of the new binary number W , and
Reference [26] will be more efficient than using a logic gate the numbers traversed by the pointer P2 are sequentially
directly. Two pointers are introduced, one for PX and the placed in the even bits of the new binary number W .
other for PY , where PX points to the binary number X Then through the final combination we can get the new
and pointer PY points to the binary number Y . When the binary number W , that is Sac(Z) [10].
The self-assembling cross-bit operation only needs the
pointer PX starts traversing from the most significant bit
of the binary number X, the pointer PY starts travers- shift and the bitwise OR operation, and makes the final
ing from the most significant bit of the binary number Y combination, thereby reducing system throughput and
at the same time. When the pointer PY points to the storage capacity, to achieve an ultra-lightweight level. Aczero bit of binary number Y , the bit that the pointer PX cording to the different order of the assignment of the
points to in the binary number X does not change. When pointers, it will be combined to obtain different values,
the pointer PY points to the one bit of the binary number thereby increasing the difficulty of cracking. For exY , the bit that the pointer PX points to in the binary ample, if l = 8, X = 11011001, Y = 01100101, then
number X is substituted with its complement. Finally, X ⊕ Y = Z, Sac (Z) = 11011010. The specific process
Sub(X, Y) is the binary number X after substituted. For is shown in Figure 6.

3.3

Bitwise Concatenation Operation
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WKGA-BO Design

In this section, WKGA-BO is designed for the three cases
of the shared private key wireless generation in the practical application: (1) Generating the shared private key for
a single tag; (2) Generating each individual shared private key separately for a batch of tags at the same time;
(3) Generating a shared private key for a batch of tags at
the same time.
RFID system generally consists of three parts: the
Figure 7: Single Tag’s Shared Private Key Generation
tag, reader, and database. Because the reader and the
Flow Chart
database communicate through the wired link, the general
researches point out that the communication between the
two is safe and reliable. So we regard the reader and the
database as a whole, and the reader has a strong search the operation formulas that appear in this algorithm.
ability.
As is the same to other related protocols,we assume
that the communication between the reader and database Table 2: Formula used in single tag’s SPKG algorithm
is safe and reliable. We also suppose that the communiSymbol Description
cation between the reader and the tag is unreliable and is
M1
rL ⊕ IDtR
easy to be eavesdropped by the attacker, and that the priM
2
rR ⊕ IDtR
vacy information shared between the reader and the tag
M
3
Sub(rL ||IDtR , IDtR ||rR )
is safe and is what the attacker does not know in advance
0
r
M 1 ⊕ IDtR
L
(such as the shared IDL etc.).
0
rR
M 2 ⊕ IDtR
0
0
M 30
Sub(rL
||IDtR , IDtR ||rR
)
4.1 Single Tag’s Shared Private Key GenKey
Sub(rL &IDtR , IDtR &rR )

eration

Before the start of the single tag’s shared private key
generation (SPKG) algorithm, the tag Ti stores the inThe single tag’s shared private key generation algoformation (IDitR , IDitL ), and the reader R stores the rithm in the WKGA-BO protocol consists of four steps,
information (IDitR , IDitL ) of all the tags.
as shown in Figure 7.
The meaning of each symbol in this algorithm is given
Step 1: The reader sends a Hello message to the tag,
as Table 1.
and informs the tag to start the private key generation process.
Table 1: Symbol used in single tag’s SPKG algorithm
Step 2: The tag sends IDtL as the response message to
Symbol
Description
the reader.
T
A tag
Step 3: The reader searches the database for the result
R
A reader
of whether IDtL exists or not. If the result exists,
DB
A database
the reader generates a random number r e{0, 1}l (rL
IDt
The tag identifier ID
means
the left half of r, and rR means the right half
IDtL
The left half of the tag identifier ID
of
r),
then
calculates the values of M 1, M 2, M 3, and
IDtR
The right half of the tag identifier ID
enumerates
the shared private key Key. Finally, it
Key
The generated shared private key
sends
M
1,
M
2, M 3 to the tag. If it does not exr
The random number generated by
ist,
W
KGA
−
BO terminates. The calculations of
the reader
M
1,
M
2,
M
3,
Key
are described above.
rL
The left half of r
rR
The right half of r
0
0
Step 4: The tag calculates the value of rL
, rR
, then cal⊕
Bitwise XOR operation
0
culates M 3 , and compares the value of M 3 and
||
Bitwise concatenation operation
M 30 . If M 3 is equal to M 30 , the tag successfully
&
Bitwise AND operation
verifies the reader, which meanwhile indicates that
Sub(X, Y ) Bitwise substitution operation
r0 = r , r0 = r , and then the tag starts calculatL

The flow chart of wirelessly generating the single tag’s
shared private key is shown in Figure 7. Table 2 shows

L

R

R

ing the shared private key Key. If M 3 is not equal
to M 30 , W KGA − BO terminates. The calculations
0
0
of rL
, rR
, M 30 , Key are described above.
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This algorithm enables the reader in the RFID system to generate individual shared private keys for a large
number of different tags at the same time, and WKGABO protocol consists of four steps, as shown in Figure 8.
Step 1: The reader sends a Hello message to the tag,
and informs the tag to start the private key generation process.
Figure 8: A Batch of Shared Private Keys Generation
Flow Chart

Step 2: The tag Ti sends IDitR as the response message
to the reader.

Step 3: The reader searches the database for the result
of whether IDitR exists or not. If the result exists,
the reader generates a random number ri e{0, 1}l (riL
4.2 A Batch of Shared Private Keys Genmeans the left half of ri ; riR means the right half of
eration
ri ; ri is applied to calculate the random number used
by the shared private key between the reader and the
Before the start of a batch of SPKG algorithm, the tag
tag Ti ), then calculates the values of M 4, M 5, M 6,
Ti stores the information (IDitR , IDitL ), and the reader
and
generates the shared private key Keyi . Finally,
R stores the information (IDitR , IDitL ) of all the tags.
it
sends
M 4, M 5, M 6, IDitR to the tag Ti . If it does
The meaning of each symbol in this algorithm is given
not
exist,
W KGA−BO terminates. The calculations
as Tables 1 and 3.
of M 4, M 5, M 6, Keyi are described above.
Table 3: Symbol used in batch of SPKG algorithm
Symbol
Ti
IDit
IDitL
IDitR
Keyi
ri
riL
riR
Sac(X)

Description
The i-th tag
The i-th tag identifier ID
The left half of IDit
The right half of IDit
The shared private key generated between
the i-th tag and the reader
The random number generated by
the reader for the i-th tag
The left half of ri
The right half of ri
Self-assembling cross-bit operation

Step 4: The tag Ti compares the received value IDitR
with its own value IDtR . If IDitR is not equal to
IDtR , the tag Ti discards the message. Otherwise,
0
0
the tag Ti calculates the value of rL
, rR
, then cal0
culates M 6 , and compares the value of M 6 and
M 60 . If M 6 is equal to M 60 , the tag Ti successfully
verifies the reader, which meanwhile indicates that
ri0L = riL , ri0R = riR , and then the tag starts calculating the shared private key Keyi . If M 6 is not equal
to M 60 , W KGA − BO terminates. The calculations
of ri0L , ri0R , M 60 , Keyi are described above.

4.3

Group-based Shared Private Keys
Generation

Before the start of group-based SPKG algorithm, the tag
Ti stores the information (IDitR , IDitL ), and the reader
The flow chart of wirelessly generating a batch of R stores the information (IDit , IDit ) of all the tags.
R
L
shared private keys is shown in Figure 8. Table 4 shows
The meaning of each symbol in this algorithm is given
the operation formulas that appear in this algorithm.
as Tables 1 and 3.
The flow chart of wirelessly generating a group of
shared private keys is shown in Figure 9. Table 5 shows
Table 4: Formula used in batch of SPKG algorithm
the operation formulas that appear in this algorithm.
This algorithm needs to generate a unique shared priSymbol Description
vate key between the reader R and a group of tags T 1, T 2,
M4
riL ⊕ IDitL
· · ·, Ti , · · ·, T n, where n is the total number of tags in
M5
riR ⊕ IDitL
the group. W KGA − BO protocol consists of four steps,
M6
Sac((riL ||IDitL ) & (IDitL ||riR ))
as shown in Figure 9.
0
riL
M 4 ⊕ IDitL
Step 1: The reader sends a Hello message to the tag
ri0R
M 5 ⊕ IDitL
0
0
0
group, and informs all the tags to start the private
M6
Sac((riL ||IDitL ) & (IDitL ||riR ))
key generation process.
Keyi
Sac((riL &IDitL ) ⊕ (IDitL &riR ))
Step 2: The tag Ti sends IDitL as the response message
to the reader.
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The calculations of ri0L , ri0R , M 90 , Key are described
above.

Table 5: Formula used in group-based SPKG algorithm
Symbol
M7
M8
M9
M 10
ri0L
ri0R
M 90
Key

Description
riL ⊕ IDitL
riR ⊕ IDitL
Sac((riL & riR ) ⊕ IDitR )
Key ⊕ IDitR
M 7 ⊕ IDitR
M 8 ⊕ IDitR
Sac((ri0L & ri0R ) ⊕ IDitR )
Sac(ID1tR ⊕ ID2tR ⊕ IDitR ⊕
· · · ⊕ IDntR
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The W KGA − BO proposed in this paper has the following advantages. Firstly, the shared private key between the reader and the tag need not be pre-set and can
be dynamically generated when being used. Secondly, the
user can customize the shared private key according to his
preference and requirement. Thirdly, the W KGA − BO
uses the ultra-lightweight bit operation to encrypt the
transmitted information so that it can achieve the ultralightweight level, which is able to reduce the amount of
calculation and achieve the goal of low cost. It’s suitable
for the existing RFID systems. Fourthly, the corresponding algorithms for the shared private key generation are
given in different scenarios, and W KGA−BO is no longer
limited in real application.

5

Security

This section first gives the target of the security of
W KGA − BO, and then gives a specific security analysis process.
Figure 9: Group-based Shared Private Keys Generation
Flow Chart

Step 3: After the reader receives the responses of all the
tags, R compares all the received tags ID1tL , ID2tL ,
· · ·, IDitL , · · · , IDntL with its own tag IDtL and
determines whether they are consistent or not. If
they’re not consistent, which indicates that some tags
do not answer the reader, then R re-sends a Hello
message to restart the shared private key generation.
If they’re consistent, it indicates that all the tags
have answered the reader, and that the shared private key can be generated. The reader generates a
random number ri e{0, 1}l (riL means the left half
of ri ; riR means the right half of ri ; ri is the random number used by the tag Ti to verify the reader),
then calculates the value of the shared private key
Key and the values of M 7, M 8, M 9, M 10. Finally,
it sends M 7, M 8, M 9, M 10, IDitL to the tag Ti . The
calculations of M 7, M 8, M 9, M 10, Key are described
above.
Step 4: The tag Ti compares the received value IDitL
with its own value IDtL . If IDitL is not equal to
IDtL , the tag Ti discards the message. Otherwise,
the tag Ti calculates the value of ri0L , ri0R , then calculates M 90 , and compares the value of M 9 and
M 90 . If M 9 is equal to M 90 , the tag Ti successfully
verifies the reader, which meanwhile indicates that
ri0L = riL , ri0R = riR , and then the tag Ti starts calculating the shared private key Key = M 10 ⊕ IDitR .
If M 9 is not equal to M 90 , W KGA−BO terminates.

5.1

Security Target

The communication channel between the tag and the
reader in the RFID system can be divided into a forward
channel and a backward channel. The forward channel
refers to the channel from the reader to the tag; the backward channel refers to the channel from the tag to the
reader. Research scholars generally believe that the forward and backward channels are not safe. The attacker
can gain access to the communication between the tag and
the reader by tapping the two channels. The attacker deduces the privacy information stored in the tag or reader
according to what he eavesdrops. One of the WKGABO’s security target is to ensure that the attacker can
not infer any useful privacy information from the eavesdropping information.
1) Resist passive attack:
Before the shared private key is not generated, there
is no trusted private key between the tag and the
reader to protect the communication between the two
messages, so W KGA − BO must be able to resist
the attacker eavesdropping, and make the attacker
unable to eavesdrop the information to infer the generated shared private key. Even if the attacker can
eavesdrop on the forward and backward channels,
W KGA − BO should make the attacker unable to
infer the generated shared private key based on the
information obtained from what he eavesdrops.
2) Resist active attack:
The attacker can inject the false information into the
forward channel and backward channel. When the
attacker injects or modifies the information into the
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forward channel, the attacker is equivalent to disguise himself as the reader to send messages to the
tag. This kind of attack is called the reader impersonation attack. What’s more, when the attacker injects or modifies the information into the backward
channel, the attacker is equivalent to disguise himself as the tag to send messages to the reader. This
kind of attack is called the tag impersonation attack.
WKGA-BO should be able to resist the two kinds of
impersonation attacks.

5.2

Security Analysis

This section will analyze the security of W KGA − BO
from the aspects of resisting the passive attack and the
active attack.
5.2.1

Passive Attack

The ability of W KGA − BO to resist the passive attack
depends on the characteristic of the random number generated by the reader and the security of IDitR , IDitL
shared between the reader and the tag. W KGA − BO
can resist the passive attack, if the probability of each bit
(0 or 1) in the random number generated by the reader is
the same, and if IDitR , IDitL shared between the reader
and the tag are secure. The EP C Gen 2 air interface
standard has defined 16-bits pseudo-random number generators embedded in RFID tags to meet this characteristic. At the same time W KGA − BO algorithm has a
certain application of the scene, this section has been set
in the applicable scene between the label and the reader
at the time of sharing the information is safe and reliable.
At the same time W KGA − BO algorithm has a certain
application of the scene. In this section the shared information that has been set between the tag and the reader
before leaving factory is safe and reliable in the applicable
scene.
In order to obtain the generated shared key, the attacker can eavesdrop on the communication between the
tag and the reader. In the following we uses the single tag
shared private key generation algorithm as an example, to
analyze that the W KGA − BO can resist the passive attack.
First, the random number are used in the calculations
ofM 1, M 2, M 3, and the random numbers in each round
of the random generation of the shared private key are
different, so as to ensure that M 1, M 2, M 3 in each round
are various. Second, the attacker can obtain IDtL , but
the calculations of M 1, M 2, M 3 do not use IDtL , but
the IDtR , and there is no association between IDtR and
IDtL , so that the attacker can not infer IDtR from the
eavesdropping IDtL . Third, there are at least two values that the attacker doesn’t know in the calculations of
M 1, M 2, M 3, so that the attacker can not exhaust private information such as the shared private key and so
on. Based on the above description, W KGA − BO can
resist the passive attack.

5.2.2
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Active Attack

The attacker can inject the error messages into the forward channel and the backward channel, and deceive the
reader and the tag, which makes them generate the wrong
shared private key. So In this section we will analyze the
attack from two aspects – the attacker disguises as the
reader, and the attacker disguises as the tag.
1) The attacker disguises as the reader:
The attacker can inject the error messages to the forward channel before/while/after the WKGA-BO is
executed at the legal reader and the legal tag, which
can be seen as the attacker disguises as the legal
reader and executes W KGA − BO algorithm with
the tag. In the following we uses the single tag shared
private key generation algorithm as an example, to
analyze that W KGA − BO can resist the active attacks.
The attacker chooses to attack before the W KGA −
BO is executed. The attacker disguises as the reader
to send information to the tag. Even if the attacker
can pass the certifications of the first two steps, the
attacker can not correctly execute the third step and
the fourth step. In the third step, the attacker can
not correctly calculate M 1, M 2, M 3 by the unknown
IDtR . In the fourth step, the tag can confirm the
authenticity of M 1, M 2 and M 3 to determine the
authenticity of the reader quickly. The specific determination process is as follows.
Next the tag uses the received M 1, its own IDtR to
0
= M 1 ⊕ IDtR , uses the received M 2,
calculate rL
0
= M 2 ⊕ IDtR , uses
its own IDtR to calculate rR
0
0
0
0
0
),
||IDtR , IDtR ||rR
rL , rR to calculate M 3 = Sub(rL
0
and then compares M 3 with M 3. The attacker does
not know the value of IDtR , so he can only choose
a random number instead of IDtR to calculate and
obtain the incorrect value, which results in the fourth
step in which the IDtR used by the tag is not consistent with the IDtR used by the attacker. So the
tag can determine that the reader is forged by the
attacker, and W KGA − BO terminates.
The attacker chooses to attack while the W KGA −
BO is executed. At this time the legal reader and
tag are in the process of generating the shared private key. Because there is no initial shared private
key, the tag can not distinguish the source of the
message in the forward channel (that is, the tag can
not determine that the message sent by the forward
channel at this time is derived from the legal reader
or from the attacker). Even if the attacker injects
the wrong data, the tag can also distinguish the authenticity of the reader in the fourth step, and the
specific analysis process is as described above.
The attacker chooses to attack after the W KGA −
BO is executed. At this time the tag and the legal
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reader has generated the shared private key through
executing W KGA − BO. Then the tag uses the generated shared private key to bidirectionally authenticate the reader (such as using the Hash-Lock protocol), and the attacker fails because the attacker can
not obtain the shared private key.

Based on the above description, when the attacker disguises as the tag to inject information into the backward
channel, although the W KGA − BO can not generate a
unified legal shared private key, the legal reader can still
distinguish the authenticity of the tag. So W KGA − BO
can resist the impersonation attack that is caused by the
In summary, when the attacker disguises as the legal attacker disguising as the tag.
reader to inject the message in the forward channel,
the tag can always distinguish the authenticity of the
6 GNY Logic Formal Proof
reader, so W KGA−BO can resist the impersonation
attack that is caused by the attacker disguising as the That the security of a complete protocol can be analyzed
reader.
in words is far from enough. It can also be proved by the
2) The attacker disguises as the tag:
In this attack mode, the attacker sends information
to a legal reader by actively injecting a message to
the backward channel, in order to destroy the generation process of the shared private key or to obtain
the shared private key between the reader and the
tag, which is equivalent to the attacker deceiving the
tag and the legal reader between the implementation
of W KGA − BO to generate the shared private key.
Because before W KGA−BO is executed, there is no
shared private key between the tag and the reader,
the legal reader can not distinguish the message sent
by the legal tag or the tag that is disguised by the attacker. In the following we uses the single tag shared
private key generation algorithm as an example, to
analyze that W KGA − BO can resist the active attacks.
The attacker can obtain the information
IDtL , M 1, M 2, M 3 through eavesdropping a
complete communication process between the legal
tag and the legal reader. The attacker tries to send
the IDtL to the legal reader and wants to get the
correct shared private key, but the attacker can not
succeed. After the reader receives the IDtL sent
by the attacker, although the IDtL can be found,
the calculations of M 1, M 2, M 3 do not use IDtL ,
but the IDtR , and there is no association between
IDtR and IDtL . The random number are used in
the calculations of M 1, M 2, M 3, and the random
numbers in each round of the random generation
of the shared private key are different, so as to
ensure that M 1, M 2, M 3 in each round are various.
Although the tag disguised by the attacker can
obtain M 1, M 2, M 3 sent by the legal reader, but
because the attacker does not know IDtR , he can not
calculate the random number generated by the legal
reader, whick makes the attack unable to infer the
shared private key from the received information.
Before the subsequent tags communicate with the
reader, there will be a bidirectional authentication
process (such as Hash-Lock protocol). Through this
process, the reader can argue that the two can not
generate a unified shared private key, and then the
reader and the tag re-execute W KGA − BO to
generate the shared private key.

rigorous mathematical formulas. Based on this thought,
in 1989 Burrows et al proposed a BAN formal logic analysis method, which was regarded as a milestone in the
analysis of security protocols [3]. BAN logic is only concerned with the part of the protocol that is directly related
to the authentication logic, and the rest is not a concern.
It uses the rigorous mathematical rules to formalize the
analysis and proof of the certification of the protocol. It
also derives the target authentication step from the initialized hypothesis step of the protocol.
Because BAN form logic analysis has certain limitations, Gongli, etc. in 1990 put forward the GNY formal
logic analysis method [11]. GNY formal logic analysis
method is an expansion for BAN formal logic analysis
method. GNY formal logic analysis method is more comprehensive than BAN logic analysis method, mainly in expanding the type and scope of analyzing the protocol. In
this paper, the formal analysis and proof of W KGA−BO
protocol are carried out by using GNY formal logic analysis method.
W KGA−BO gives three different scenarios to generate
the shared private key. Because of the small differences
among the three kind of the shared private key generation
processes and the limited paper space, we choose to use
the single tag’s shared private key generation algorithm
as an example to analyze and prove the protocol by GNY
formal logic analysis method.

6.1

Formal Description of the Protocol

In order to make the W KGA − BO protocol easy to be
described by GNY formal logic, we use R to represent the
reader, and T for the tag. The process of WKGA-BO
protocol is as follows.
M sg1 : R → T : Hello;
M sg2 : T → R : IDtL ;
M sg3 : R → T : M 1 = rL ⊕ IDtR ,
M 3 = Sub(rL ||IDtR , IDtR ||rR ), M 2 = rR ⊕ IDtR .
Using GNY formal logic to standardize the above protocol, it can be described as follows.
M sg1 : T < ∗Hello;
M sg2 : T < ∗IDtL ;
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M sg3 : T < ∗M 1 = rL ⊕ IDtR ,
M 3 = Sub(rL ||IDtR , IDtR ||rR ), M 2 = rR ⊕ IDtR .

6.2

Initialization Hypothesis of the Protocol

The W KGA − BO protocol assumes that R and T represent the entities, that is, R for the reader, and T for the
tag. Hypothesis 1-3 represent what the tag and the reader
have. Hypothesis 4 represents the trust of the reader
and the tag on the freshness of the random number. Hypothesis 5-8 represent IDtL , IDtR are shared between the
reader and the tag.
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P |≡(x)
2) Because Rule F 1 : P |≡(x,y),p|≡#F
(x) and Sup4 : R| ≡
#(rL , rR ), therefore T = #{M 1 = rL ⊕ IDtR }.
P 3X,P 3Y
3) Because Rule P 2 : P 3(X,Y
),P 3F (X,Y ) , Sup1 : T 3
(IDtR , IDtL ) and Sup3 : R 3 (rL , rR ), therefore T 3
{M 1 = rL ⊕ IDtR }.
3X
4) Because Rule F 10 : PP |≡(X),P
|≡#(H(X)) and the inferred rule
T = #{M 1 = rL ⊕ IDtR }, T 3 {M 1 = rL ⊕ IDtR },
therefore T | ≡ #{M 1 = rL ⊕ IDtR }.
P <H(X,<S>)>,P 3(X,S),P |≡#(X,S)
P |≡Q|∼(X,S),P |≡Q∼H(X,<S>) ,
IDtR
IDtR

5) Because Rule I3 :

Sup5 : T | ≡ R ↔ T , Sup6 : R| ≡ T ↔ R and
M sg3 : T ∗ < {M 1 = rL ⊕ IDtR }, therefore T | =
R ∼ {M 1 = rL ⊕ IDtR }.

Sub 1 : T 3 (IDtR , IDtL )
Sub 2 : R 3 (IDitR , IDitL )

6) Because The definition of freshness and the inferred
T = #{M 1 = rL ⊕ IDtR }, T | = R ∼ {M 1 = rL ⊕
IDtR }, therefore Goal 1 : T | ≡ R| ∼ #(M 1 = rL ⊕
IDtR ).

Sub 3 : R 3 (rL , rR )
Sub 4 : R| ≡ #(rL , rR );
IDt

R
Sub 5 : T | ≡ R ↔ T ;

IDt

R
Sub 6 : R| ≡ T ↔ R;

The protocol is proved.

IDtL

Sub 7 : T | ≡ R ↔ T ;

7

IDt

L
Sub 8 : R| ≡ T ↔ R.

Performance Analysis

RFID system consists of three parts: tag, reader, and
database. In this paper, the shared private key generation
process is mainly completed in the tag and the reader, and
There are 3 proof targets in W KGA − BO, mainly in the
the reader and the database are viewed as a whole, so the
trust of the reader and the tag on the freshness of the
performance analysis is more concerned about the tag. In
interaction information.
this section, we analyze the advantages and disadvantages
The formulas of the targets are as follows.
of the WKGA-BO from the following three aspects: the
storage space of the tag, the calculation of the tag, the
Goal 1 : T | ≡ R| ∼ #(M 1 = rL ⊕ IDtR );
communication cost of W KGA − BO.
Goal 2 : T | ≡ R| ∼ #(M 2 = rR ⊕ IDtR );

6.3

Proof Target of the Protocol

Goal 3 : T | ≡ R| ∼ #(M 3 = Sub(rL ||IDtR ,
IDtR ||rR )).

6.4

Proof Process of the Protocol

The proof of the W KGA − BO protocol is based on the
initialization hypothesis. The proof process follows the
logical reasoning rules, being-told rules, freshness rules
and possession rules in Reference[30].The message interpretation rules follow the written form of the GNY logical
reasoning rule in Reference[30], which are represented by
T, P, F, I respectively.
This process Goal 2 : T | ≡ R| ∼ #(M 2 = rR ⊕ IDtR ),
Goal 3 : T | ≡ R| ∼ #(M 3 = Sub(rL ||IDtR , IDtR ||rR ))
is similar to the process of the proof target Goal 1 :
T | ≡ R| ∼ #(M 1 = rL ⊕ IDtR ). Therefore, this chapter
takes the process of the proof target Goal 1 : T | ≡ R| ∼
#(M 1 = rL ⊕ IDtR ) as an example, which is described
as follows.

Table 6: The Single Tag’s Shared Private Key Generation
Algorithm
Storage space
3l

Calculation
2XOR + 2AN D
+2OR + 2Sub()

Communication
cost
6l

The data in Table 7 is analyzed for the single tag’s
shared private key generation algorithm. The tag stores
three kinds of data structures: IDtR , IDtL , Key. We set
the length of each data structure is l bit, so the storage
space of the tag is 3l. XOR means bitwise XOR operation; AN D means bitwise AND operation; OR means bitwise concatenation operation; Sub() means bitwise substitution operation. The above four operations are bitwise operations, which can share part of the circuit to
a certain extent, and they belong to super-lightweight
1) Because Rule P 1 : PP <X
and
M
sg3
:
T
∗
<
{M
1
=
operation, which can achieve the goal of reducing the
3X
rL ⊕ IDtR }, therefore T 3 {M 1 = rL ⊕ IDtR }.
cost of the tag. A complete communication process
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in the single tag’s shared private key generation algorithm requires the transmission of the following five data:
Hello, IDtL , M 1, M 2, M 3. According to the above analysis, the lengths of Hello, IDtL , M 1, M 2 are l bits, and
the length of M 3 is 2l bits, so the communication cost is
6l.
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ing to the above analysis, the lengths of Hello, IDitL ,
M 7, M 8, M 9, M 10 are l bits, and the length of M 6 is 2l
bits. IDitL is transmitted twice, so the communication
cost is 7l.

8

Conclusions

Table 7: A Batch of Shared Private Keys Generation AlThis paper proposes a wireless generation algorithm
gorithm
W KGA − BO for private key in RFID system based on
bitwise operation. This algorithm mainly solves the probStorage space Calculation
Communication
lems that the shared private key between the tag and the
cost
reader must be pre-set, and it can not be customized by
3l
3XOR + 3AN D 7l
the user. W KGA − BO can not only be used in the
+2OR + 2Sac()
single tag’s shared private key generation, but also for
group tag’s shared private key generation, which makes
W KGA − BO more widely used. The security analysis
The data in Table 8 is analyzed for a batch of shared shows that W KGA − BO can resist passive attacks and
private keys generation algorithm. The tag stores three active attacks. GNY formal logic is used for the rigorous
kinds of data structures: IDitR , IDitL , Keyi . We set mathematical derivation of W KGA − BO. The perforthe length of each data structure is l bit, so the stor- mance analysis shows that W KGA − BO is able to genage space of the tag is 3l. XOR means bitwise XOR erate the shared private key on the tag and the reader in
operation; AN D means bitwise AND operation; OR RFID systems. In summary, W KGA − BO is suitable for
means bitwise concatenation operation; Sac() means self- use in existing RFID systems. The next step for the paper
assembling cross-bit operation. The above four operations is to implement an RFID system that uses W KGA−BO,
are bitwise operations, which can share part of the circuit and to research the total number of required gate circuits,
to a certain extent, and they belong to super-lightweight a complete communication time and so on, with the comoperation, which can achieve the goal of reducing the bination of theory and practice.
cost of the tag. A complete communication process in
a batch of shared private keys generation algorithm requires the transmission of the following five data: Hello,
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